Takeway T1 Clampod
Designed for use with cameras, off-camera flash, smart phones and tablets

The Takeway T1 clampod weighs just 200g, yet the maximum load
capacity of the clamp body is 40Kg. The clampod is made of aerospace
grade aluminium alloy, making it both lighter and also stronger than
many other products. The clampod is supplied complete with a ball head
that has a maximum load capacity of 3kg - users can also install a ball
head of a higher grade for higher
load capacity.
The T1 Clampod can be clamped at
any angle and also stands by itself.
It can be used in many different
places and allows you to take a
unique selfie in any location.
The main body is made of
aerospace-grade aluminium alloy,
which allows it to be lightweight,
small and portable - whilst still
maintaining a great clamping power.
The high load capacity increases its
convenience of operation. It is easy
to use and very stable - you will no
longer have the problem of
achieving the desired shooting
angle.
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It is ideal for family holidays, and also as a firm support for your smartphone or tablet whether you are in
the office or at the beach. It provides an ideal solution for capturing the best image – whether you are
photographing alone or in a group.
Standard T1 Clampod Kit
Technical Specifications:









Product Size: Extended: 12.5 cm (L) x 9 cm (W) x 16.4 (H).
Folded: 17.3 cm (L) x 3.1 cm (W) x 15cm (H)
Product Weight: 200g (including ball head)
Materials: Aerospace-grade aluminium alloy, nylon.
Connection Point: 1/4”-20 standard tripod mount
Clamping functions: Cylinder: Ø4 ~ Ø50 mm, Thickness:
1~ 50 mm
Maximum Load: (Ball head): 3KG, (Cantilever clamp): 40 KG
The maximum load capacity of Takeway ® T1 clamp body is
40kg, however the maximum load capacity of the ball head
itself depends on its own design

Kit includes: Clamp body x 1, Ball Head
x 1, Smartphone holder x 1, Inner jaw x1,
Pouch x1, Base x1, Stand x1.

The Takeway T1 Clampod is supplied with a 3 Year warranty please visit the website for Terms & Conditions.
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The T1 Clampod is equipped with
a light ball head and a quick
release plate, allowing you to use
most digital cameras and DSLRs.
The ball head is stable and
strong, with a maximum load
capacity of 3kg. You can also
install a ball head of a higher
grade for a higher load capacity.

Most standard cylinders can
be clamped with the inner jaw
– it can clamp on cylinders
whose diameter is between
16mm and 30mm.

The cubic ‘jaw’ tip offers a
rotatable tip with three different
sides: X side, smooth side, and
cubic. You can choose the
appropriate side for different
surfaces to make clamping easier
and more stable. You can attach
your electronic products securely
and easily, even on an irregular
surface.

A smartphone holder is
supplied with the Clampod compatible
with
iPhone,
Galaxy (S1, S2, S3), Galaxy
Note (1, 2, 3), HTC ONE etc.
On the back & side of the
holder, there is a screw hole
compatible with most cameras.

The ergonomic disc handle is
made of soft plastic and is precise
and simple to use, allowing the
user to screw in the clamp quickly
and easily.

A pouch is also supplied with
the T1 Clampod kit.

The removable base gives a firm
support when the clamp is used in
the standing position. It is also
easy to store when not in use.

The following optional accessories are also available:

Smartphone holder for Sports
T-PH02 is a smartphone holder for dynamic use – such as
motorcycles, bicycles, scooters, skateboarding etc. Even with
violent shaking, a smartphone will not easily fall out. It is designed
for smartphones from 4” to 5.7” in size.

Tablet holder
The optional tablet holder T-TH01 is compatible with tablets from 7”
to 10.2” - such as iPad, Note 10.1 etc. A screw hole is at the back of
the holder. You can adjust the size of the holder according to your
needs. The stored holder is only 15 cm x 6.4 cm, the max opening
for tablet width is 20cm.
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